A 62-year-old man with a history of schizophrenia but stable for many years presented with a 2-month history of aggressive behaviour, persecutory delusions and depression subsequent to defaulting his psychiatric treatment. His daughter reported that his current symptoms had been preceded by forgetfulness, a gait disturbance and urinary incontinence of 1 year's duration.
Discussion
The patient's non-adherence to treatment was probably caused by cognitive impairment, which is a cardinal symptom of normalpressure hydrocephalus (NPH). [1] Collateral history revealed the chronology of symptoms that led us to consider this diagnosis. It was critical not to attribute the psychiatric symptoms to the chronic disorder alone without carefully reviewing the full clinical picture.
Patients with NPH often present with psychiatric symptoms, of which apathy, depression and anxiety are the most common. [2, 3] NPH is one of the reversible causes of dementia [4] and is misdiagnosed in approximately 80% of cases. [4] This case illustrates the importance of considering a diagnosis of NPH in any elderly patient who presents with psychiatric symptoms.
